I had a tremendous experience at the Duke Center for the History of Political Economy. Besides being part of a rich and stimulating intellectual environment, I had ample time to further my own research and to develop courses that I will teach in the future. The Center professors always made time to meet with me in order to discuss my research. The university provides vast resources, including archival material on economists central to the history of economics. Rob Van Horn, Research Fellow

The Center gave me the opportunity to do my research on the history of visual representation in economics. Though the Economists’ Papers Collection was the main reason for my coming to Duke, the real surprise came from the impressive amount of documents available at Perkins Library or through interlibrary loan that I would not be able to access from France. I also attended classes in the history of science and in cultural theory. These, as well as the fascinating discussions with the professors and the other fellows of the Center in seminars and workshops, have greatly contributed to shape my work, current and future. Yann Giraud, Research Fellow
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The Center offers a variety of opportunities for those who want to conduct their research at Duke.

**Fellowship Program:**
Fellows visit the Center for a semester or a year to pursue their own research project. Scholarship assistance is available.

**Workshop Series:**
A regularly scheduled workshop where Fellows and outside speakers present their research.

**Fellows Lunch:**
Fellows and Center Faculty meet weekly for lunch, conversation, and conviviality.

**SPECIAL EVENTS**

**Annual HOPE Conference:**
Each spring the Center in conjunction with Duke University Press hosts a two day conference. In spring 2009 the conference theme was “The Unsocial Social Science? Economics and the Neighboring Disciplines since 1945.”

**Events:**
Recent events included a day long conference on “Creative Communities,” a public panel discussion on “John Maynard Keynes of Bloomsbury,” and a symposium on “Mises, Hayek, the Mont Pelerin Society, and the Crisis of Neoliberalism.”

**Summer in the Archives:**
Junior scholars spend 8 to 12 weeks working in the Economists’ Papers Project under the guidance of professional archivists. Among the extensive holdings are the papers of Carl Menger, Oskar Morgenstern, eight Nobel laureates, and the American Economics Association.

**NEH Summer Institute:**
A three week program, taught by a group of distinguished faculty, to train future teachers of the history of economic thought.

To promote and support research in, and the teaching of, the history of political economy.